
Broadheads are one of
the most important
equipment categories
within archery. We set
out to answer the ques-
tions customers may
have about specific fea-
tures, from the single
bevel grind on this
Samurai model from
Alaska Bowhunting
Supply to the unusual
stepped point employed

on two Switchblade
models from Tru-Fire.
Pat Meitin interviewed
most of the major manu-
facturers, and here’s a
guide to that coverage.
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W hen I was young and starting
my archery obsession,
bowhunting peers viewed

anything that was not a Zwickey Black
Diamond or Bear Razorhead — requiring
file and whetstone honing, — with undi-
luted suspicion. We were convinced
Richard Meleski’s Wasp Cam-Loc, Pete
Savora’s Swept Wing designs, Bob Barrie’s
Rocky Mountain Razors, to name but a
few early replaceable-blade designs,
would lead to nothing less than an inter-
minable rash of wounded and lost game.
When Greg Johnson unleashed his Rocket
Aerohead mechanical designs in the late
1980s the resulting cries of foul were
remarkable to behold, inspiring decades
of tenacious debate which continues
today in many circles.

Broadhead evolution is an intriguing
Catch 22: The new design with true inno-
vation is what creates welcome industry
hubbub and recognition, bowhunting
consumers seem to demand something
new and different at regular intervals to
retain continued interest in a particular
brand name. Yet, step too far outside the
box, introduce something truly original,
decidedly different than what came
before, and these very customers are apt
to turn on you. It often seems those most
unfamiliar with a particular design, or a
single product of their hyper-focused
scrutiny, are also those most dogmatic in
their scorn. I suppose this is simple
human nature. 

This isn’t to say everything that’s
unique and novel owns real merit. The
Viper broadhead comes immediately to
mind, a mechanical design of the early
‘80s including three or four markedly thin
standard blades set in slots, anchored at
the rear only, with drilled holes accepting
a light-wire retaining ring. Notches at the
rear of blade edges caught on hide to
swing the blades (interestingly, not sharp-
ened on the inside edge) open, invariably

to shear off or shatter to pieces. Resulting
shrapnel made them deadly turkey medi-
cine (I killed my first archery coyote with
one, losing three of four blades), a far cry
from the claims a company representa-
tive who touted them as “The ultimate elk
broadhead.”  I also vividly recall the horri-
fying experience, while guiding the infa-
mous Don Lewis, of witnessing a trophy
bull elk receive an entire quiver of Punch-
Cutter-tipped arrows, each to the vitals,
before succumbing by attrition during a
frustrating, day-long nightmare of track-
ing and stalking. Of course, these names
are no longer with us (Lewis included).

There will always be those who’ll walk
into your shop and beeline to the
Thunderhead or Muzzy fixed-blade
heads, Spitfire or Rage mechanicals
they’ve learned to count on, steadfastly
unwilling to consider something outside
their standby. If it ain’t broke why fix it?
This sentiment looms large in many
bowhunting minds. The approach cer-
tainly holds water. Still others are never
satisfied, always looking for something
different, whether seeking a perceived
edge or simply curious. I wish I could pro-
vide hard percentages for each group, but
this is likely impossible. Assuring steady
sales most often involves stocking a wide
variety of options.

The key to moving new broadhead
designs lays in understanding your cus-
tomer base and their real needs. You must
also understand the product itself, where
its real merits lay, design features that
might spark preconceived notions, mak-
ing a broadhead a potential hard sell.
Taking a minute to explain design advan-
tages to a vacillating customer, dispelling
misconceptions, can mean the difference
between a sale and a customer walking
out the door to cruise Internet outlets. 

To learn where perceived weaknesses
might lay, to address obvious questions
customers are likely to present,
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ArrowTrade interviewed experts relat-
ed to some of the newest, most innov-
ative broadhead designs in the indus-
try, allowing them to provide the
answers.

Grim Reaper Broadheads
(801) 377-6199
www.grimreaperbroadheads.com
I’ve heard it uttered, though I

question its legitimacy: “Grim Reaper
broadheads don’t open on impact all
of the time.”  I haven’t experienced
this firsthand on the handful of ani-
mals I’ve taken with Grim Reapers,
most of these turkeys, but also a
Kodiak Island Sitka blacktail and Texas
wild boar. Yet bowhunters whose
opinion I respect have said it to me.

Grim Reaper mechanicals have a
lot going for them. The original
Razortip, a cutting trocar tip holding
tiny razors behind and in line with the
three cutting edges, creates one of the
deepest-penetrating mechanical
designs in the industry. The newer
Razorcut SS promises even better per-
formance, a one-piece, solid stainless
steel, cut-on-contact tip with obvious
positive implications. The spooky-
sharp blades include a stepped
design, cutting edges including
reduced thickness for sharper edges,
steeping up through the center to cre-
ate a stouter backbone better resisting
failure under stress. They’re offered in
a wide variety of options, from 75
grains (1-1/8 inch cutting diameter),
to 85, 100 and 125 grain models with
1-3/8 inch cut, 100 and 125 grain 1-
3/4 inch cut and new 100 grain
Whitetail Special with 2 inch cut (all
with Razortip or Razorcut SS options). 

All include unique, internal
spring-loaded blade retention requir-
ing no rubber bands or O-rings, set
inside milled-steel base cups with
individual blade slots. I’d venture any
actual deployment failure would orig-
inate here, improper assembly bind-
ing the blades in some way to prevent
them from opening. Still, I find this
difficult to buy. During research for an
article I once attempted to prompt
intentional deployment failure with
several popular mechanical designs
(Grim Reaper included). I froze heads
in water, crammed them with grit,
added five or six extra rubber bands,
finally resorting to super-gluing
blades into ferrule slots. No matter
what I tried the blades opened on
impact with foam targets from a 70-
pound compound bow.    

Grim Reaper President Jay Liechty
addresses the obvious. “Yes they do
open, every time. The slow motion
video footage in our ‘Myth Busters’
DVD (available free or you can see it
on our web site) shows this. It shows
Grim Reaper being shot into a block of
ballistic gelatin. As the broadhead
comes out the back side the blades are
fully open but the inertia of the arrow
slowing down causes the blades to
slap closed. This is something a lot of
people are not familiar with. When the
blades slap shut, they actually cut
nicks in the top end of the slots and
that’s how you can tell the blades were
open – look for the nicks. You can also
see a similar nick in the cup slot
caused from the blades when they
opened and slammed into the cup.
This also tells you they opened.” 

“Grim Reaper became an ISO
9001:2008 registered company in
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The short body of the Grizztrick 100 and
125 grain that Slick Trick introduced in
2009 could raise some concerns that it
produces more of a chopping rather than
slicing action. Yet that is what dimples the
hide on impact, producing holes larger
than the head’s actual 1-1/4 inch cutting
diameter. Less extreme blade angles are
available on the Razortrick, above right,
introduced last year and also on the
Magnum, lower right, which helped intro-
duce the short broadhead concept to the
market. All the Slick Trick heads feature
nifty interlocking blades. Reach the manu-
facturer at (870) 934-0131.

The problem with incorporating Muzzy in an article on questions customer may raise about spe-
cific features is that it’s hard to think of something a hunter could object to in the entire Muzzy line.
Are three blades better than four? Muzzy long ago offered hunters a choice. Is cut-on-contact bet-
ter than a “bad to the bone” Trocar tip? When Muzzy brought Phantom (far left) under its wing it
gave customers that option as well. In more recent years Muzzy has offered more compact MX
models  but they still offer the swept back blades that assure great penetration. Maybe that proven
approach is why after more than 25 years Muzzy remains a top brand.
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2009,” Leichty said. “That means we
have a top-notch quality program that
is externally audited to ensure we fol-
low these stringent standards. All
medical and aerospace manufactur-
ers need to be ISO registered. The
main emphasis of it is that we get the
customer what they want. We will lis-
ten to them and we are constantly
improving our products. Grim
Reapers are 100 percent made and
assembled in the USA out of the best
materials we can find. We cut no cor-
ners. Bowhunters run the machines
that make Grim Reapers. We want to
make the best heads possible and we
are constantly researching what we
can do to exceed expectations.”

Addressing ruggedness Liechty
finishes, “We filmed Grim Reapers
with a $70,000 high-speed camera
busting through steel barrels, 60-
degree angle sheets of plywood, fresh
whitetail shoulder blades and rib
cages molded into ballistic gelatin,
amongst other tests. They stay togeth-
er and out penetrate the competition.
For 2010 our blade steel on all our
heads is the toughest, sharpest grade

440 stainless available. Its proprietary
composition gives it the most abrasive
wear resistance — that means it will
hold an edge — of any broadhead
blade on the market. We have had
heads shot into sand piles seven or
eight times and the blades are still
sharp enough to shave the hair off
your arm. They are heat treated to the
maximum hardness — best cutting
edges — yet not brittle so during the
hardest bone hits they do not break.” 

As a side note, Editor/Publisher
Tim Dehn has used Grim Reapers for
the past few years without any blade
deployment issues on hunts, though
he has gummed up heads from
repeated shots into foam targets. (He’s
also seen heads that penetrate out the
back of the target close again, just as
Liechty explained earlier.) Dehn flicks
each blade of his hunting heads open
and shut after assembly, a step Jay
Liechty suggested to him, as a check
to determine the internal compo-
nents are properly aligned. A non-
opening practice head now comes
with each pack of broadheads.

Mid-Atlantic Archery Products
(410) 658-9660
www.spintite.com) 
Mid-Atlantic Archery Products

(formally 2XJ Enterprises) made its
mark via SpinTite Technology, broad-
head blades actually equipped with
airfoils to aid arrow rotation. They’re
said to screw through not only air but
animal flesh, for improved accuracy
and deeper penetration, all while
wielding wider fixed-blade cutting
diameters. Some could ask whether
such a design would impede penetra-
tion. My experience with these heads
includes one of my top three whitetail
bucks to date and a doe the same
week. Neither made it out of sight.

F i x e d - b l a d e
options include the
original Crimson Talon
XT, including trocar tip,
six-spin-stabilized,
.024 inch thick
RhinoTuff Blades and
1-1/4 inch cutting
diameters in 100 and
125 grain models. The
100-grain Hyper-Speed
XT includes identical
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Grim Reapers’
revamped
Razorcut SS with
one piece tip.

Crimson Talon heads from Mid-Atlantic Archery Products
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specs with “turbine” Spiral Kut Tip.
The cut-on-contact Crimson Croc
includes Teflon-coated, .040 inch
thick main blade offset by .020 inch
thick bleeders. The main blade is set
in an aluminum ferrule by steel set
screws, serrated main edge trailed by
smooth, razor-sharp airfoils. They’re
offered in 100 grain with 1 inch cutting
diameter, and 125 grain with 1-1/6
inch cut. Mechanical models include
the Crimson Cuda, a 100-grain three-
blade led by a Spiral Kut turbine tip
and cutting 1-3/4 inches wide, and X-
System, with 7/8 inch, .040 inch cut-
on-contact main blade and 1-1/2 inch
wide, .036 inch deployable blades all
coated in Teflon.      

Scott Mackie, president and CEO
of Mid Atlantic Archery Products, had
a lot to say, so I’ll let him take over.
“The first patented feature of the
Crimson Talon brand was variable
degree axial-flow airfoils on the
broadhead blades. We created a pre-
cise curve or bend in each blade that
increased flight efficiencies. You can
expect flatter trajectories and the
most accurate flight possible due to
the spin-stabilization created by the
airfoils. This eliminates wind-planing
to promote deadly-accurate flight.

“The introduction of this technol-
ogy was born out of a need to improve
accuracy of broadhead-tipped arrows.
While bow manufacturers raised the
performance bar year after year,
thereby increasing feet per second
ratings, broadhead manufacturers did

not have products that would perform
at these higher speeds. They answered
by creating more mechanical-style
heads and/or mini broadheads. This
shift had a direct relationship to the
poor flight characteristics fixed blade
(planar) broadheads were experienc-
ing at higher speeds.”

“Recognizing the shortcomings
and the loss of kinetic energy of
mechanical heads, and the reduction
in the cutting diameter of mini-heads,
we saw a need for an innovative solu-
tion to the problem. The Crimson
Talon brand was the first and only
fixed-blade broadhead to introduce
spin-stabilized flight or rifling to the
archery market.” 

“Not only did Crimson Talon
improve broadhead flight, but also
offered the only spiral-cut wound
channel in the archery industry, and
some of the widest fixed-blade cutting
diameters. This offers massive hemor-
rhaging and unmistakable blood
trails, leading to the most humane
harvest in the industry.”

“Crimson Talon is known for the
unparalleled performance of our
fixed-blade heads; therefore 80 per-
cent of our sales fall into this category.
Recognizing that some are still fans of
mechanical broadheads we offer a
couple different models incorporating
our patented spin-stabilization fea-
tures. Our “X” System Hybrid cut-on-
contact mechanical has gained
ground during the past two years. This
broadhead offers friction-free blade

deployment with our patented inter-
nal inertia trigger cam system. During
flight the broadhead blades are locked
in the closed position until it strikes its
intended target. Upon contact the
internal inertia trigger cam system
allows the blades to open freely for
maximum penetration without sacri-
ficing kinetic energy,” Mackie con-
cludes.      

New Archery Products
(800) 323-1279
www.newarchery.com) 
True innovators driven by real

engineering, New Archery Products
set a new standard for fixed-blade
broadhead design with their wildly
successful Thunderhead series, later
helping to usher in the mechanical
age with the ruggedly dependable
Spitfire. The fertile minds at NAP can
be counted on to annually introduce
something new and decidedly differ-
ent. For 2010 those introductions
include the new two-blade
BloodRunner (a three-blade version
appeared last year) and Edge Series
Thunderhead and Spitfire; Edge
denoting special serrated cutting
edges. If serrated edges and a head
that’s a cross between fixed and
mechanical raise questions from your
customers, the following should help.

NAP’s Director of Engineering,
Bob Mizek, has a talent for putting
things clearly into perspective. “The
2010 BloodRunner two-blade takes
over where the successful three-blade
version left off. In the closed position
blade width is only 1-1/8 inches, so
wind planning and tuning’s not a
problem. In the open position the
head cuts a massive 2-1/16 inch wide
for devastating wound channels. Its
unique hybrid technology cuts no
matter what. The head features an air-
craft aluminum ferrule that is strong
and tough as steel, as well as hard-
ened, cutlery-grade .040 inch thick
stainless steel blades. It also features
NAP’s time-tested Trophy Tip for easy
cutting, great penetration and reliable
opening every time. It is a great choice
for bowhunters shooting over 60
pounds looking for larger entrance
and exit holes.”

Both BloodRunner designs
include unique plunging points, blade

Newer broadheads from NAP include (left to right) the Bloodrunner 2 and 3 blade mod-
els as well as the serrated Spitfire Edge and ThunderHead Edge.
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tips secured there with steel set
screws, with more set screws situated
at the back of the ferrule and through
curved blade slots. Under pressure the
spring-loaded tip compresses into the
ferrule, the blades hinging on the tip,
blade slots sliding on the rear set
screws to lever open. Non-opening,
weight-matched practice points are
available for each.      

Mizek continues, “The new
Thunderhead Edge and Spitfire Edge
are the next step in taking proven
replaceable blade fixed and mechani-
cal broadheads to the next level. Andy
Simo, NAP’s owner, and I have been
fascinated by serrated edges and have
carefully researched how their use can
best benefit modern bowhunters
looking for more from their equip-
ment. We believe we found the right
formula for success, and even applied
for a patent. The first portion of the
blade is straight, sharp and strong like
former Thunderhead and Spitfire
broadheads. We then added a serrated
area that has a mix of large and small
serrations. The mix is important, actu-
ally helping the blades saw through
bone, especially rib bones. A conven-
tional straight blade has to either snap
the bone or deflect around it. Trying to
snap the bone is hard to do; creates so
much force that penetration is affect-
ed. Deflecting the blade around the
bone takes away from penetration as
well and also makes a smaller wound

channel, which just isn’t good. The
serrations saw through and the last
portion of the blade is straight to fin-
ish with a clean cut in hide, flesh,
muscle or whatever. The results are
bigger entrance and exit holes and
animals that are recovered more
quickly. That’s really the bottom line.”

“The Spitfire Edge features a
whopping 1-3/4 inch wide cutting
diameter and no rubber bands or O-
rings,” Mizek says. “The Thunderhead
Edge features a respectable 1-1/8 inch
cutting diameter and offset blades
that make bigger holes than the (mea-
sured) cutting diameter. The head also
comes fully assembled and does not
need lock rings, O-ring or broadhead
adapter rings. You just screw it in and
hunt.” 

The 100-grain Thunderhead Edge
includes .030 inch thick offset blades
(work best with right-wing offset or
helical fletching), Micro Grooved Pro
ferrule for top-notch flight from fast
bows and faceted Trophy Tip and
deep-set blades for dependability. The
100-grain Spitfire Edge also includes
.030 inch thick Diamize Offset Blades,
Micro Groove Pro ferrule and Trophy
Tip.        

Steel Force/Vision Quest Inc.
(570) 448-2845
www.steelforce.com 
To old-school bowhunters there’s

nothing to question about Steel Force
cut-on-contact designs. They’re
straightforward and obviously lethal
whether shooting a dainty whitetail
doe or a formidable moose in wildest
Alaska. I’ve used Steel Force heads to
take African eland, the world’s largest
antelope, and Alaska brown bear with
recurve, to name but a couple high-
lights. They’ve not once failed me, not
so much as a curled tip after punish-
ing impacts with bone. I’m obviously a
big fan.

However, my reaction is not that

of the average bowhunter. “For years,”
says Steel Force/Vision Quest
President Nick Giannetti, “my battle
was convincing people cut-on-con-
tact heads would fly straight from fast
compound bows. The general percep-
tion out there was cut-on-contact
broadheads were inaccurate, though
with the tight tolerances we’re main-
taining that’s all wrong.”

Giannetti continues, “That pretty
much ended with the Phathead. So
now we’ve got a bulletproof cut-on-
contact that will fly at any speed, even
out of crossbows. The .080-thick blade
– the thickest in the industry – makes
it the toughest head in the industry.”

“But in the bigger picture, cut-on-
contact is hard to market. The indus-
try knows what cut-on-contact is
about; dependability, deeper penetra-
tion and all that. But they remain hard
to market. Gizmo heads are easier to
market.”   

“We depend on word of mouth to
spread the word. Use our heads and
you’ll see they get the job done no
matter what. Then look at profit

A magnet
embedded
under the flip
out blades
helps keep
them closed
until impact on
the new S.O.B.

A few of the many
cut-on-contact styles
from Steel Force.
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points, look at the obvious problems
with other heads and the disgruntled
customers, the guy who just lost a big
animal because his broadhead didn’t
do its job. We offer a quality broad-
head, shaving sharp out of the pack-
age, that’s something you can endorse
with complete comfort.”                          

Then there’s the new SOB (Swing
Open Blade). It’s a combination of old
and new; recognizable classic cut-on-
contact lines, but holding two swing-
out blades that makes it a nasty, wide-
cutting mechanical. The design
involves a .071 inch thick, 1-1/8 inch
wide Phathead blade profile with 3/4
inch, internally-locking bleeders, two
.040 swing blades pivoting on a steel
set screw. The swing-open blades
won’t deploy during launch or in
flight, but are designed to open on the
thinnest hide. A bevel grind aligns
these edges with the main blade for a
continuous cut 1-1/2 inches wide. The
extra-short deployment rotation
wastes little penetrating energy and
can be shot at any angle without
worry of “kick-outs” experienced with
many mechanical models.

“Basically,” Giannetti says, “the
SOB is a flawless opening head. We
did testing on most of the opening
heads in the industry, shooting them
through steel barrels to find their
flaws. One of the most interesting

things we found was that most open
inside the animal, not on the surface.
The SOB opens on hide, no matter
how thick or thin. But they won’t open
under inertia, even from crossbows.” 

“The best part is if something very
bizarre happens and the opening
blades don’t work, you have a full-
blown Phathead to get the job done.
We looked at all the weaknesses of
other opening broadheads and made
sure they weren’t included in this one.
It’s the toughest, strongest opening
head in the industry. During testing
they survived 25 shots through steel
barrels without damage and still cut a
full inch and half hole through the
barrel every time. It’s flawless. It’s
already becoming our number-one
selling head.” 

“It’s a tough SOB,” Giannetti con-
cludes.

Sullivan Industries/Innerloc
(706) 782-5863
www.innerloc.com 
The Innerloc name stands for

uncompromising reliability, broad-
head designs tough enough to tackle
the most demanding game without
failure. Blade-base flanges hug the
interior walls of hollow, machined-
aluminum ferrules, a steel cutting-
tip/center shaft screwing into the fer-
rule base to create a straight line of

uncompromising steel down the
broadhead’s axis while also locking
blades at the tips and against the inte-
rior walls; the Center Locking System.
This is all very straight forward and
obviously desirable in matters of
strength to even the casual observer,
but what might prove more confusing
is Sullivan’s new BAT system. What is
BAT about and why is it beneficial to
bowhunting accuracy and depend-
ability? 

BAT stands for Blade Alignment
Technology, said to solve the hassles
of tuning broadhead orientation on
carbon arrows (as carbon can’t be
heated like aluminum without dam-
age if you’d like to reposition the
insert). 

Kevin Sullivan, vice president of
Sullivan Industries, fills in the details.
“BAT technology basically allows
someone to tune their broadheads –
orientate or align them –  to line up
exactly the same from arrow to arrow.
With aluminum we used to heat the
insert and twist the broadhead to
align it with the fletchings or with the
nock. This allows the broadhead to
leave the bow the same every time.
This means every arrow is steering the
same shot to shot, arrow to arrow.”

“This is especially important
when dealing with a bow that’s slight-
ly out of tune. When shooting a bow
like this you’ll see broadhead groups
opening up and randomly oriented.
With BAT your group location may be
different, hit somewhere other than
where your field tips do, but they will
all be in the same place. This is much
easier to deal with.”

“Accuracy will also improve with a
perfectly-tuned bow. One of the first
things we’re taught in archery is con-
sistency, consistency, consistency.
BAT makes that consistency easier. All
you have to do is pull the broadhead
off the arrow and tune it to the orien-
tation needed. This is something most
bowhunters used to do, but quit
because it got too hard (with carbon
arrows). It’s also important as bows
become faster and faster.”

Sullivan concludes, “BAT technol-
ogy adds only a small amount to the
cost.”

They are offered in 1 inch cutting
diameter, three blade 65, 85  and 100

The Blade Alignment Technology (BAT) introduced by Innerloc Broadheads allows for
the individual adjustment of each broadhead for perfect alignment even with carbon
arrows, where you typically can’t reposition the insert. BAT equipped heads feature an
allen wrench adjustment in the end of a threaded ferrule stud that screws into the
broadhead body. Simply back out the stud from the fully inserted position to change the
broadhead’s fit in the arrow. The result is easily obtainable variable blade alignment.
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grain Falcons, plus a new “Claw,” a 100
grain with three small game/turkey
spurs set between existing blades; and
1-1/16 inch cutting, three blade 75,
100 and 125 grain camo ferrule and
100 grain pink ferrule Carbon Tuners.
Falcons include a rear loading blade
locking system (CLSII), the Carbon
Tuner standard front loading with
screw-through tip. All have cutting tri-
edged steel tips and .027 inch thick
blades.          

Tru-Fire Corporation
(800) 757-7586
www.trufire.com) 
At first glance Tru-Fire’s

Switchblade will appear familiar to
those who’ve closely tracked mechan-
ical broadhead evolution, with three
440 stainless, .032 inch thick blades
deployed on impact through a plung-
ing-tip design.  The spring-loaded tip
directly engages interior blade spurs
to fulcrum them open simultaneously
on rigid pivoting points, a design
eliminating premature deployment
during launch or flight without O-
rings or rubber bands. The design also
means angled shots raise no con-
cerns. Once deployed the blades are
locked into their full 1-3/8 inch cut-
ting diameter, normally before enter-
ing the target. To assure reliable
deployment the tri-edged tip of the
original (now labeled the “Speed Tip”
and recommended for arrow speeds
exceeding of 310 fps) includes notch-
es and shoulder dishes (think of a
notched pyramid sitting on a dished
plate, its corners touching the edges).

Resistance provided on impact
assures the plunger engages properly,
by Tru-fire’s admission stretching hide
to create larger entrance holes. 

That so obviously non-stream-
lined tip raised initial questions with
those concerned about potential pen-
etration issues. It goes against every-
thing we’ve been told about how
broadheads slide through game.
Admittedly, handling the sample I was
given at the ATA Show where it was
introduced caused me to form imme-
diate doubts. 

The new “Chisel Tip” is a refined
version of the original, reducing tip
shoulder area for a sleeker appear-
ance. This makes perfect sense, and
somewhat validates early concerns.
The Chisel Tip is recommended for
arrow speeds of less than 310 fps. The
redesigned Chisel Tip includes a five-
edged leading tip, deployment resis-
tance accomplished by correspond-
ing “nubs” points at each edge termi-
nation. Also new, a non-barbed ver-
sion was designed to address legal
issues in states like New York,
Minnesota, Nebraska and
Massachusetts, where strict defini-
tions regarding barbed broadheads
are in place. Each package includes a
single grain matched set of hand-
weighed heads, offered in 100  and 125
grain options with a practice head
that is matched for balance and
weight.

While speaking to Steve Tentler,
president of Tru-fire, about the
Switchblade, the tip in relation to pen-
etration was an obvious question. “I
have 45 minutes of video of guys
knocking them down left and right,
getting complete pass-throughs,”
Tentler said with a shrug. 

“People at the company and I
have personally taken 30 big game
animals with Switchblades; including
elk, bear, whitetail, red stag and
turkeys. Our original testing started
with pork and beef ribs. We’d start
with one full set of ribs, and then place
another set of ribs over that. This
would be like shooting through two
pigs. The Switchblade devastated
those ribs, but the blades stayed intact
and the head functioned properly
after each shot. It was the same with
the bigger steer ribs – the head and

blades were fully intact and working
every shot despite the fact we were
blowing the ends of the nocks right off
the arrow.” 

“That tip is designed to guarantee
that the head will open on contact no
matter what. It takes bone and other
debris and pushes it away from the
arrow, creating less drag against the
arrow,” Tentler concluded.     

Reign Broadheads/EP Hunting
(616) 293-2813
www.ephunting.com  
The Reign Broadhead design was

born in response to the high speeds
today’s compound bows and carbon
arrows are capable of generating. EP
Hunting (Elite Penetration) Michigan
bowhunters Mike Mix and Doug
VandeWater developed the Reign after
realizing while bow speeds had
increased significantly, broadhead
designs had remained essentially
unchanged. The Reign was designed
to capitalize on the speed generated
by the modern compound bow. Its
Shatter-Head tip, including four
razor-sharp cutting edges and a much
steeper attack angle than normal, is
designed to clear a path for the trailing
arrow by exploding bone outward on
contact. More obvious, its pivoting,
single piece, two blade design (includ-
ing a patent-pending spring-loaded
ball bearing mechanism to re-center
the blade after bypassing solid
obstructions) allows it to pivot around
bone not hit directly without being
thrown off course. The self-centering
mechanism will not fall out while
replacing blades. According to Mix
and VandeWater this allows the arrow
to carry more energy for deeper pene-
tration. The original Reign weighs 100
grains and includes 100 percent stain-
less steel construction. New this year
85 and 125 grain models are also
offers, featuring the same cutting
diameter as the 100. Mix also says they
are working on 150 grain crossbow
model that might be ready for next
year.   

Moving parts understandably
cause concerns, so the Reign’s radical-
ly different approach could be send-
ing up a red flag for many. The ques-
tion is not so much the validity of the
design, but whether it will hold up to

Small steps on this Chisel Tip Switch-
blade head are part of what assures they
will open on hide.
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punishment and remain intact.
Mix, co-owner of EP Hunting,

clears the air, saying, “Looking at the
design people don’t understand
whether it’s a mechanical or fixed-
blade broadhead. What we tell peo-
ple is it’s a fixed blade broadhead
with a pivoting blade. It’s not an
expandable. Whether you shoot a
fixed or mechanical broadhead the
blades are always locked after
impact. This requires the broadhead
to cut, crack or pry through bone,
and can also lead to internal deflec-
tion. Our blade simply pivots around
bone. Vital penetration is what kills
an animal; not broken bones. You
can’t argue with that.”

“Addressing strength, let me point
out our heads are 100 percent stain-
less steel, not aluminum. Most of the
time aluminum designs aren’t useable
again after a single shot. Ours is made
for repeated shooting and we offer
replacement blades. And if you look at
our tip, the Shatter-Head, you’ll see
how it has steeper angles. This was
designed for today’s faster bows, the
tip designed to shatter bones into
shards to clear a path for the arrow. It’s
not one of the same tips that’s been
around for decades, but is ballisticly
engineered and designed. The tip is
central to why our heads penetrate as
well as we do. Looking at flight and
accuracy, the Reign has a reduced
blade surface area. The reason we do
that is to make sure the broadhead
will not wind-plane.”                

Finally, Mix adds, “Timothy Kent,
who does our marketing, went on a
wild boar hunt in Texas right after
ATA. He has footage of shooting a boar
with our Reign broadhead where he
got a complete pass-through on one
boar and then hit another one in the
head and dropped it on the spot. He
killed two boars with one shot.”    

Smoke Broadheads
(412) 519-5352
www.smokebroadheads.com 
The new RamCat from Smoke

Broadheads/Fulton Precision Archery
looks like nothing else on the market,
three .032 inch thick blades set in slots
where they are secured to the ferrule
only, the rear edges pivoting on this
set screw when pulled rearward. This
brings into question the head’s relia-
bility, despite head-to-toe stainless
steel construction including a one
piece milled ferrule and tip. The fer-
rule is lead by a  HydroShock self-cen-
tering chisel tip. The 100 grain, 1-3/8
inch cutting diameter head includes
blades that are sharpened front and
rear, rotating forward when pulled
rearward to create a 1-3/4 inch back
cut should the head fail to achieve
complete pass-through.

Fulton Precision Archery’s Brett
Fulton, president and owner of Smoke
broadheads, says, “I did a penetration
demonstration at ATA. I rented a
shooting lane, and two times a day
during the show would bring out a
brand new block of ballistic gelatin
and shoot the RamCat against about
17 other broadhead brands. The
RamCat beat them all on penetration.
I’ve tried everything on the market
and haven’t found anything that will
out penetrate my head. There was also
an independent study done on spin
testing, and RamCat beat everyone in
accuracy.”

“I attribute this to the hybrid chis-
el tip design. It has lobes in the tip that
ramps air outward and past fletch-
ings. The unique hybrid fixed-blade
design, which has no blade windows,
is quiet and doesn’t give wind enough
to grab during flight so doesn’t have
any wind-planing.”

Addressing the perception of
owning barbed blades, illegal in many
states, Fulton says, “The blades rotate

forward to eliminate any barbing con-
cerns. They’re also sharpened on the
rear to cut their way back out. On a
recent trip to Colorado I took the
RamCat into the Division of Wildlife
and showed them to an officer and
was told there were no barbing issues
at all.”  

Fulton also addresses durability,
saying, “I’ve done extensive tests,
shooting them through 3/4 inch ply-
wood. It doesn’t do anything to them
at all. The blades are super durable
.032 inch thick 440 stainless and are
extremely sharp. You might slightly
bend one but you can’t destroy those
blades. Shooting them through 3/4
inch plywood they blow past most
heads out there and you can’t tell that
it was even shot.”           

“You might have heard PSE
picked me up and are my rep group
now,” Fulton concludes. “I sent some
RamCats out to PSE’s senior rep, Jim
Landrum, this year. He was a dedicat-
ed mechanical shooter. He started
shooting them, never changed sights,
and was hitting right in the same hole
as his field points and mechanicals.
He’s been shooting them ever since.
So he’s the one who got the ball rolling
for PSE to rep them. They’re really tak-
ing off.”

Arrowdynamic Solutions
(512) 515-6299
www.arrowds.com 
Owner and designer Matt Futtere

is bucking long-time convention on
many fronts with his Atom broad-

The new Reign broadhead from EP Hunting

The tapered blades on this Ramcat are
deceptively strong, while the dished out
point seems to aid penetration.
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head. Inventor of the Guillotine turkey
head, a design made to lop the heads
off turkeys, Futtere is a pointedly
independent thinker. The Atom uses
titanium wire loops to create a four-
blade head promising identical field-
tip impact. The springy wire “blades”
prove highly compressible, maintain-
ing cutting width through soft flesh
and vitals, compressing on contact
with bone to maintain forward
momentum, rebounding to full
dimensions after passing. The advan-
tages are obviously evident, but the
Atom suffers from a perception of
sharpness, or more rightly, lack there-
of. In bowhunting, accepting nothing
less than spooky broadhead sharp-
ness has been hammered home like a
mantra. Yet the Atom’s wire edges are
decidedly less than razor sharp. Even
after responding to critics by creating
an edge capable of slicing paper
under pressure, an Atom edge doesn’t
pass standard sharpness tests such as
shaving arm hair or severing a
stretched rubber band.

Futtere responds directly to this
contention. “The law of physics tells
us cutting depends on speed, not
sharpness. The Atom certainly cuts. I
have plenty of video of animals, tough
hogs, being shot with the Atom, ani-
mals that pour blood, that don’t make
it out of sight. This is why we offer
videos free to dealers. Watch our
videos and you’ll see how lethal the
Atom really is.” 

“We stand by all of our products,”
Futtere continues. “If you have a cus-
tomer who isn’t 100 percent satisfied
with one of our broadheads we will
refund their money, with no questions
asked.”  

“Our design also means the Atom
can be handled safely. You’re not going
to cut yourself by accident. This is
especially important with all these
new archers out there,” Futtere con-
cludes.            

G5 Outdoors LLC
(866) 456-8836
www.g5outdoors.com 
G5 entered the archery arena with

a remarkable technology called MIM.
MIM (Metal Injection Molding) tech-
nology allowed broadhead designs
never seen before, made of one-piece
of solid steel from tip to threads. The
three blade Montec was the first prod-
uct to appear from G5. I used some of
the very first in Africa the summer
they were introduced, taking my first
impala and warthog, as well as a world
record class blesbok. They proved
ruggedly dependable and very accu-
rate at speed. 

Only one thing troubled me. I
couldn’t produce a razor’s edge no
matter how I tried. This is an obvious
function of the one piece, three blade
design requiring sharpening two edge
surfaces at a time by pushing them
over a flat stone. The resulting edge
angles are more like an axe edge than
the flatter angles seen on replaceable-
blade heads — unable to shave hair,
though obviously sharp enough to kill
game. In addition, critics complain
sharpening these molded heads is like
sharpening a truck manifold, with the
material simply unable to take lasting
edges. This is certainly exaggeration,
but doubts persist.

The newer Montec CS (Carbon
Steel) was the most recent reaction to
these doubts, as it is constructed of
carbon steel and said to be 25 percent
sharper than the original stainless
steel models. The 100 grain CS
includes a 1-1/16 inch cutting diame-
ter. The original comes with more
diversity, including 85 grain 1 inch
cutting diameter, 100 grain 1-1/16 and
125 grain 1- 1/8 inch. Too, since the

original was released, G5 addressed
sharpness through a Diamond Cut
sharpening process, which creates a
finer edge.               

G5 Brand Manager Joel Harris
responds to those perceptions, saying
“G5 is a company that is never satis-
fied with anything. Obviously, with
the 60-degree edge angle on the
Montec you’re only going to get it so
sharp. But since it was first launched
we’ve continued refining materials
and started using a diamond hone
process; what we call the Diamond
Cut sharpening process. This makes
Montec edges as sharp as you can
possible get a broadhead with a 60
degree angle.' 

“The CS (Carbon Steel) includes
higher carbon content, so it’s sharper
and stronger. The carbon steel sharp-
ens easier and gets sharper overall. It’s
easier to put an edge back on. G5
designed a flat diamond stone to
make it easy for customers to put a
fast edge on these heads, the carbon
model by far the sharpest out there. In
short, the Montec in general is
designed to make it easy to get a sharp
edge with the minimal amount of
effort.' 

“G5 is always chasing new grind-
ing technology to get their products as
sharp as possible. G5 was launched
from Grace Engineering, who has long
served the medical community. This
gives us an advantage; an advantage
in metallurgy technology and produc-
ing tight tolerances.”  

Alaska Bowhunting Supply
(907) 345-4256
www.alaskabowhunting.com) 
The Ashby movement has

become somewhat of a bowhunting

The Atom broadhead

The newer Montec CS uses a carbon steel formula that takes a better edge than earlier
designs, yet it still offers the strength of being one-piece from tip to threads.
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cult, a following that promotes extra-
heavy, single-bevel broadheads that
are suddenly all the rage with a certain
contingency of bowhunters. By Ashby
I’m, of course, referring to Dr. Ed
Ashby, who conducted exhaustive,
decade’s long, real-world perfor-
mance tests. Initially these involved
actual Cape buffalo (already dead),
and more recently the sturdier Asiatic
buffalo in northern Australia. From
this test work he developed guidelines
for assured penetration on the biggest
game while using minimal kinetic
energy. His recommendations would
also seem to assure success following
those troubling shoulder-blade hits
on smaller game like deer. The basic
premise includes employing arrows
with finished arrow weights of 650-
plus grains, extreme weight forward
or F.O.C. and heavy, single bevel
broadheads (sharpened on only one
edge, to  bore  through bone and
game).

Single bevel has become the latest
archery catch-phrase. You can now
find such designs from Abel
Manufacturing, Steel Force and
Zwickey. Yet no one has taken this to
such lengths as Alaska Bowhunting
Supply. They produce 100 grain, 125,
150, 175 and 200 grain Samurai
(straight edge) and Maasai (convex
edge) models. All of these have thick
stainless steel, chiseled Tanto-tipped
blades set in milled ferrules with set
screws. Alaska Bowhunting has also
developed the one piece milled 315
grain Ashby (3:1 ratio straight edge)
and 290 grain Nanook (convex edge).
When they are combined with heavy,
tapered GrizzlyStik arrows these
broadheads present a formidable
payload. 

But when is enough enough?
Hippo, rhinoceros and ele-
phant aside – which darn few
of us bowhunt – are these
heavyweight arrows a bit
much for the whitetail deer,
even elk, most of us pursue?  

Ed Schlief, company presi-
dent, addressed these con-

cerns. “I began shooting carbons from
my traditional bows because a lot of
guys I respected were telling me how
well they worked. What I found was
that they shot extremely well but I
couldn’t kill anything with them. This
led to attempts at weighting these
arrows up, using weed-trimming cord
and even liquids. This led me to the
development of the GrizzlyStik. The
arrows led to the development of the
broadheads. It doesn’t matter how
good your bow or arrow is if the
broadhead fails.

“Some look at our broadheads as
a radical departure from the norm,
but it’s only the basic laws of physics
we’re using to assure a more lethal
result. Speed drives the archery
industry, and the way to get more
speed is to use lighter arrows. The
average compound shooter is pulling
about 70 pounds, but because of the
projectiles they’re shooting, we’re
also seeing an unacceptable level of
wounding loss on deer-sized animals
– sometimes up to 30 percent. We’ve
all seen videos of arrows hitting deer,
getting only 6 inches of penetration.” 

“The norm is based on velocity,
which is great for 3-D, but they’re
having trouble killing whitetail at 20
yards. We owe it to the animals we
hunt to kill them humanely, instead
of making it easier on ourselves by
shooting farther. The farther we get
from our target, the greater the
chance of wounding. Let’s kill them if
we’re going to hunt them.”

“Single bevel is part of our
design,” Schlief says, changing gears.
“Deeper penetration’s more lethal
than how big or how many cuts
you can produce. Depth of pene-
tration and not the size of the
wound is what kills animals. Bigger

broadheads, additional blades, mean
less penetration. All our broadheads
have two blades because that design
produces less drag. When you shoot
an animal you can’t count on slipping
between ribs every time. You have to
assume you’re going to hit bone. You
have to penetrate bone while also
maintaining the momentum to drive
your arrow deeply. Single-bevel
edges do a better job of breaking
bone because of the rotational force
generated. The example I like to use
is when you’re splitting firewood you
don’t use an axe because it wedges,
while a maul produces torque that
splits the wood apart. The interesting
thing about single-bevel heads is the
harder the bone the better it works,
opposing resistance twisting and
breaking bone instead of wedging to
stop penetration.”

Schlief adds, “We offer both left
bevel and right bevel broadheads.
Matching the rotation of the blade
bevel to the fletching orientation
assures no loss of momentum on
impact. The arrow doesn’t have to
reverse rotation to continue penetra-
tion. When things don’t go right and
you do hit bone, you have a better
chance of cracking that bone, creat-
ing a bigger wound channel for less
drag on the shaft and deeper pene-
tration.”

The obvious difference between
many GrizzlyStik broadheads and
conventional is weight. Schlief says
this in response to those concerns,
“In the past two years our com-
pound-shooter customer base has
increased from 10 to 50 percent.

Broadheads shown here from
Alaska Bowhunting Supply include
(left to right) the Silver Flame,
Samurai 100, Samurai 200 and the
one piece milled Ashby.
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These are guys who came to us because they’re tired of
losing game. We’re not talking about a doe, but a 150 inch
whitetail buck, or a 350 bull elk; or a guy just back from
Africa who hit and lost a kudu but still had to pay a $2,500
trophy fee. We move weight forward where it’s most
important. I like to compare a dart to a 16 penny nail.
Both weigh about the same, but even if you put fletching
on the nail, then threw each at a board, the dart would hit
and stick, while even if the nail did hit point first it prob-
ably wouldn’t. After extensive studies (Ed) Ashby has
found a forward of center percentage around 19 percent
most effective for penetration potential. Most compound
shooters are using nine percent.”

Schlief, addressing trajectory concerns, continues:
“During a seminar at the last ATA Show Ashby had made a
dowel, maybe 15 inches long, with a sliding ball on it. He
had marks on the dowel showing different forward of cen-
ter points; nine percent, 12 percent, all the way up to 23
percent by sliding the ball to the very front of the
shaft. He had me shoot this from a slingshot made of
surgical tubing, pulling it back to an exact line each
time to assure identical launch energy. He set it to a
forward of center point of nine percent. I pulled it
back and let it fly and it flew maybe 10 feet, flying like
a wounded duck. At 12 percent it flew five feet further
and flight noticeably improved. At 23 percent, with
the ball at the front of the dowel, it flew completely
across the room and hit the back wall. This shows that
high F.O.C. may actually improve trajectory. You sight
in for the heavier arrow but the surprise is, trajectory
will probably be very close to the same on longer
shots.”

Bullet Archery Products
(866) 833-5890
www.bulletarchery.com 
Bullet Archery’s Razorring design isn’t exactly a

new concept. Trail-Eze’s Plain and Scalloped Ring
designs appeared in 1955 and 1956, respectively,
Norm Bigras’ Bigame  Bigras Cutting Ring was on the
market in 1956, Browning’s Serpentine was sold as
early as 1971. They all had a common motivation
shared by Razorring; producing “apple-core” wound
channels, circular cutting rings actually removing a
plug of hide and vitals for dramatic, blood-spilling
results. The Razorring also has the potential to
increase flight stability by breaking up air flow around
the three conventional blades. One hundred  and 125

grain Razorring share 11/16 inch,
sharp-edged cutting rings, the 100
grain having a 1-1/8 inch cutting diam-
eter, the 125 a 1-1/4 inch; held in an
aluminum ferrule and led by a steel
conical tip. They come in preassembled
three packs. The obvious question is
how does such an ambitious design
effect overall penetration?  Is this a clas-
sic case of biting off more than you can
chew?        

Jim Nagle, Bullet Archery owner and president, begins,
“No broadhead can have the same flight characteristics as
a field tip because of its aerodynamics, but using a proper-
ly-tuned bow Razorring broadheads are very accurate.”

Nagle continues, addressing strength and penetration,
“The ring, the circular cutting blade, adds to the strength of
the Razorring, adding integrity to the three straight blades.
It also cuts a larger hole, reducing the drag on the arrow as
it passes through. The tempered tool steel conical tip shat-
ters bone and the ring cuts the splinters away allowing for
a pass-through. We’ve heard from many bowhunters who
have used the same Razorring to harvest up to five ani-
mals.”

“The Razorring causes massive bleed-out. This allows
a poor hit to turn into a harvest. Because of the massive
bleed-out many color-blind bowhunters tell us they are
now able to track their own game.”  

Most important to our discussion here, Nagle says,

Two views of the Razoring from Bullet Archery Products.
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“Due to the massive cutting surface
our engineers recommend a mini-
mum of 38 foot pounds of kinetic
energy for harvesting whitetail at no
more than 20 yards (while using the
Razorring).”     

Carbon Express
(800) 241-4833
www.carbonexpressarrows.com 
If two deployable blades prove

deadly-effective, won’t four provide
twice the killing power?  This is obvi-
ously what Carbon Express engineers
had in mind when designing the F-15
Expandable. At its heart is a one-
piece, all-steel body with true cut-on-
contact two edge tip. Instead of a stan-
dard opposing-blade design, creating
an X wound channel, the 100 grain F-
15 Expandable wields two sets of twin,
parallel blades (.030 inch thick) that
form an H-cut of sorts. No doubt the
wound created would prove lethal
and utterly nasty. Carbon Express
quotes 250 percent greater wound
openings. There’s simply no way such
a wound could close or overlap to
restrict blood flow. The obvious ques-
tion is do these additional cutting sur-
faces threaten to limit penetration?

Eastman Outdoors Executive Vice
President Lennie Rezmer, an engineer
who works on many of the company’s
broadhead projects, has this to say;
“Penetration-wise, we’ve shot a lot of
animals with the F-15 (Expandable).
I’ve shot a lot of animals myself; two in
Africa, some deer, a bear. Nearly every
animal (and let me say I only shoot 60
pounds) that I shot I had a pass-
through on. Only one arrow stayed in

the animal. That was bear, a dandy
bear too,  and the arrow hung by the
fletchings on the other side. Although
there’s a lot of blade there, the com-
pact 440 stainless steel construction
and cut-on-contact tip allows it to get
impressive penetration for the
amount of cutting it does. The design
tends to go around bone, slide over or
scoot along. Sometimes a three blade
can’t move around bone like that (and
hinders penetration). In essence, it (F-
15) acts like a two blade, but cuts out

that big chunk, creates big flaps. What
that does, is say you cut yourself with
a single blade knife; you can squeeze
it together and close it off, to stop the
bleeding. You take out a chunk and it
bleeds to beat hell.” 

“If you’ll visit our web site you’ll
find footage of shooting a basketball
filled with water. We shot it with a
Rage and it went right through with-
out spilling a lot of water. We then
turned the same basketball (after
being shot) 90 degrees and shot it
again with an F-15 and it gushed
water. We found a basketball has the
same thickness as hide on an animal,
so it’s a pretty good test.”  

Rezmer continues, addressing
reliability: “Case hardened screws

The F-15 Expandable broadhead from Carbon Express.

Fixed blade F-15
broadhead from
Carbon Express.

A pioneer in the field of replaceable blade broad-
heads, Wasp was one of the first companies to design
heads for better high speed flight. Shortening the
body of the head reduced accuracy issues that result
when heads are not mounted perfectly straight due
to shafts being cut less than square or inserts that
are glued in slightly out of alignment. Slanting the
rear of the blades forward reduced the blade length
and surface area, to minimize the effects of wind
planing. The hardened, extremely sharp stainless
steel SST tip has its cutting edges aligned with the
blades, as an aid to both flight and penetration. “The
result is a very forgiving and accurate shooting
arrow that delivers a sharp, strong, deep penetrating
broadhead,” a Wasp spokesman said.

Wasp also developed a high speed mechanical, the
Jak-Hammer SSI at lower right, that is smaller and lighter than the original Jak-Hammer
SST. The SSI has a 1-1/4 inch cutting diameter and comes in either 75 or 100 grain ver-
sions. Reach Wasp in Connecticut by calling (860) 283-0246, or go to wasparchery.com
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hold .030 thick blades that don’t shear
off. The ferrule itself is made of the
same 440 stainless that’s used on
some of the better knives out there.
There’s no breakage problem on that
head.” 

“Its design also gives very good
flight characteristics. It’s very compact
and short; about half the length of
most mechanical broadheads. It’s not
much longer than most field points,
so it gives you the same balance. You
take a broadhead that’s a couple inch-
es long and it changes flight charac-
teristic by setting the weight farther
forward and changing FOC,” Rezmer
concludes.         

Outdoor Sports Products
(509-990-9474
www.ospsabermaxx.com)  
CoreMaxx and SabreMaxx 100-

grain broadheads resemble Bullet
Archery’s Razorring somewhat, if only
in concept. A custom extrusion of pro-
prietary blended metals creates a
combination of strength, flexibility,
hardness and weight OSP deemed
perfect for the job at hand. Serrated
and/or corrugated rings include a
carefully engineered pitch, serration
teeth sequentially positioned to maxi-
mize penetration yet flow silently
through air. The ring serves two inten-
tions, foremost improving arrow
flight, but also removing a plug creat-
ing a wound channel that simply can’t
clog or otherwise impede blood flow.
The ring sits inside three serrated
blades with 1-1/8 inch cutting diame-
ters. The ring on both models is 3/4
inch across. It’s a concept obviously
appealing on paper, but raising obvi-

ous concerns about real-world pene-
tration, especially with those at the
low end of the energy scale.

Deven Samuelson, company
owner and president, says, “If you look
at our SaberMaxx design in particular,
you’ll see there are six points that
make initial contact while penetrat-
ing, like six ice picks going into hide.
This means there’s no difficulty with
penetration. Most of the animals we’re
shooting, we’re getting pass-throughs. 

“The ring serves a couple purpos-
es. First, it provides good flight stabi-
lization. The ring acts as an airfoil. We
designed the sharpening to create
high and low pressure like an airplane
wing, and this stops wind-plane
issues. Second, the ring design creates
big wounds that allow rapid bleed-
out. This allows blood to flow quickly,
leaving as strong a blood trail as possi-
ble.”

“If you look at the ring itself on the
SaberMaxx you’ll notice it’s not only
serrated but also corrugated, like a
cardboard box. The corrugation adds
strength. It’s very
strong going through
bone, fur and soft tis-
sue.” 

“Hunters always
ask me, ‘What if I have
a bad shot and hit the
shoulder?’  We engi-
neered a tempered
material which allows
the ring to shatter on
hard impacts. That
allows the Turbo-Point
(cutting) tip and con-
ventional blades to
continue penetration.
We thought a lot about

penetration, managing penetration,
when designing this head. There’s a lot
made about penetrating shoulder
blades. If there’s something out there
that can penetrate shoulders and
remain intact I’d like to see it.”  

Samuelson finishes with this:
“The Coremaxx creates more of a tear-
ing effect some hunters like. It’s a little
more ductile. The Sabermaxx was
designed more for cutting. They have
a 303 stainless tip and 420 stainless
blades, which gives them good cutting
strength. A special process during
tempering also gives them a non-
reflective surface.”               

Trophy Ridge/Bear Archery
(800-694-9494
www.trophyridge.com) 
Mechanical broadheads gained

instant appeal for the wholly obvious
advantage of field point accuracy
from the fastest bows, blades folded
and secured neatly against the ferrule
where they could catch no passing
wind to influence flight. They came
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about because of the speeds generat-
ed from modern compounds and the
average bowhunter’s inability to
remain abreast of the level of tuning
necessary to control fixed-blade
broadheads. If a bow could shoot a
field point where directed, it could
accurately shoot a mechanical broad-
head. This was their intended appeal. 

The secondary appeal, for many,
is mechanical designs also allow
unprecedented cutting diameters,
wide-slashing for bigger holes in
game for wider blood trails. Trophy
Ridge’s Rocket Aeroheads provide
some of the more aggressive mechan-
icals in the business.   

I’m thinking of models such as the
100 grain, two  and three blade Meat
Seeker, 100 grain, three blade
Hammerhead and 125 grain, three
blade Stricknine, perhaps most espe-
cially the 125 grain BuckBlaster, which
includes three fixed blades combined
with three 2-3/4 inch deployable (the
widest deployable blades in the busi-
ness). I’ve used Hammerheads on
numerous occasions to take spring
turkey, once a BuckBlaster sans fixed

blades (with little penetration) to take
the Merriam’s which helped complete
a single-spring turkey slam. Yet I’m left
to wonder what kind of energy is real-
istically needed to assure adequate
penetration on big game with these
super aggressive heads?           

Rocket Aerohead Design
Engineer Brian Adams had this to say.
“As you know, you have to take in sev-
eral factors when discussing arrow
penetration, such as draw weight and
draw length of the bow, shot distance,
and just as important, the type of
game you are hunting. But in general,
some large cutting mechanicals
deploy inside the target, which rob
shots of valuable energy for penetra-
tion. Rocket’s forward deploying
broadheads are designed for optimal
energy and full opening width on
impact. As the leading edges of the tip
strikes, simple lever action forces the
blades open. They never fail to open,
always creating a full width entry
wound. Our tests have also shown
over 14 inches of penetration in FBI-
grade ballistics gelatin with a 2 inch
diameter head shot from a bow pro-
ducing 67 foot pounds of kinetic ener-
gy. So, to answer that question, yes
they will penetrate.”

Adams continues, “If you take the
Meat Seeker, for example, the rear-
deploying blades are held in place by a
single band which is released on con-
tact with the animal. Our tests have
shown the patented deployment
method requires only .17 foot pounds
of kinetic energy
to be momentarily
transferred on
contact. This ener-
gy is not lost but
briefly transferred.
The piston ham-
mer technology
instantly utilizes
the energy stored
in the arrow to
drive the tip into
the animal and
force the blades
open like a ham-
mer striking a nail.
Once the blades

are fully opened (before entry) the
arrow has achieved full contact with
the tip resulting in the borrowed ener-
gy to once again be applied to the
direction of travel. The end result is
full energy for penetration and big
holes from a broadhead that flies like
a field point.”

“Rocket Aeroheads have always
been known for penetration. Besides
extremely tough ferrule designs,
another key feature on these broad-
heads is the ability of the blades to
flex and bend over hard objects like
bone. This design allows the broad-
head to continue its path through
the animal while continuing to cut
vital tissue. You certainly don’t want
the impact of bone to bring penetra-
tion to a halt because a shot is a little
too far forward or back,” Adams con-
cluded.

Buck Blaster from
Trophy Ridge.

Stricknine from
Trophy Ridge.
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